
Woodland Star Job Description
Introduction

Nestled within the Brackenhurst Conference and Retreat Centre botanic
garden and indigenous forest resides a rare educational opportunity–
Woodland Star International School.

Woodland Star International School’s mantra is “ad astra per aspera,”
meaning “through hardships to the stars.” Located within the complex
dynamics of a developing country, we recognize the great challenges that the
world faces today. As a school, we have an incredible opportunity to empower
children to see, to think, and to become. Woodland Star is a place of stability
and mindful transformation, enabling children to reach beyond the limitations
constructed around them. Through avant-garde education, exploration of
identity, and a strong environmental focus, we offer a holistic experience that
teaches children to discover their passions, analyze society, and value
connectedness. Ultimately, we want to teach children how to take actions that
lead to a better world through overcoming their own unique challenges –
growing, through hardship, towards the stars.

Woodland Star is always on the lookout for dynamic, passionate educators
who want to work with us to accomplish our vision to develop lifelong learners
who will live meaningful lives in a complex and changing world. It is never the
wrong time to reach out to us if you’d like to explore opportunities in Kenya at
our unique school.

Our underlying core values are as follows:

1. Passion
2. Connectedness
3. Innovation
4. Respect
5. Environmental Conservation



Our Kind of Educators
We are seeking teaching professionals who are energized, committed to and
distinguished as those who

Adhere to the idea that the teaching profession lies profoundly on the
dynamic edge between science and art
Seek to understand each student’s mind, unique gifts and individuality a
bit more moment by moment
Appreciate the wonder and satisfaction of thinking and learning
individually and collectively along with students and peers
Choose to celebrate learners, hold them in the highest esteem and
therefore also to the highest standards
Embrace and encourage diversity as an indicator and outcome of a
healthy educational ecosystem fertile with shared ideas and innovation
Envision a classroom both responsive to individualization yet with
unwavering dedication to what students need to learn
Present the freedom of thought, self-expression and creativity as
existing within necessary structure and boundaries
Curate the best approaches from classic educational approaches and
current best-practices to craft the best learning path for each student
Invite students and families into the learning environment to ensure that
each child is seen, known and heard from many perspectives
Read books and “read the world” in a quest for knowledge,
understanding and relevance with a thirst that is contagious
Participate well on a team and know that the teaching experience is as
much about building the whole school as it is about a solitary classroom
Incorporate feedback from students, colleagues and others with
courage and creativity to go above and beyond what’s expected
Collaborate, knowing that the work of building good citizens and people
requires listening, perseverance, and radical yet gentle candor
Listen to learners and others to respond, adapt and engage with the
synergistic construction of knowledge in a changing world
Embody and demonstrate a commitment to protecting and preserving
the environment to create sustainable futures for all
Explore the “living and breathing” nature of education; be a part of
something that is dynamic, beautiful, elegant and incredibly meaningful



Assistant Principal

An assistant principal is an education administrator responsible for
facilitating the day-to-day requirements of the school. They ensure the safety
of students as well as the fulfillment of internationally-benchmarked student
and teacher performance guidelines. This leadership position includes
interactions with students, teachers, other administrators, board members,
and parents.
Assistant Principal Roles and Responsibilities
Along with the principal, the assistant principal serves as an educational
leader and assists in the planning, coordination, and directing of activities and
programs related to the administration of one or more schools .Other essential
skills include the following:

● Encourage and support development of innovative instructional
programs, helping teachers pilot such efforts when appropriate.

● Promote a positive, caring climate for learning by dealing sensitively and
fairly with persons from diverse cultural backgrounds and
communicating effectively with students, families, staff and community.

● Help to develop, maintain, and use pathways to track progress and
promote growth in academic excellence indicators, positive behavioral
outcomes and in growth of student, staff and community relationships.

● Work collaboratively with principal to found, supervise, assess and
develop all operations of the school

● Articulate the school’s mission; use appropriate and effective techniques
to encourage community and parent support, involvement and
engagement in realizing the school’s mission.

Requirements: WSS Application for the Assistant Principal position
certification to teach; certification in school administration
experience teaching; experience as a school administrator is preferred
letters of recommendation
original documents including birth certificates, diplomas and certificates
for securing a work permit in Kenya (requirement of the Kenyan
government for expatriate school personnel)
police background check
completed application and related documents for Woodland Star School


